P3 reduction in auditory evoked potentials of schizophrenics.
Fifteen schizophrenics and 15 age-matched controls performed a reaction time (RT) task. A Bernoulli sequence of 85 dB SPL, 50 msec, 800 c/sec (P = 0.85) and 1200 c/sec (P = 0.15) tones was presented with an interstimulus interval of 1 sec. Subjects were instructed to press a button quickly upon hearing the 1200 c/sec tone. If a subject failed to respond within 650 msec, a 50 msec white noise burst occurred. In averages synchronized with target tones and computed without respect to RT, P3 was maximal at PZ with a mean latency of 330 msec for both schizophrenics and controls. P3 amplitude at PZ, however, averaged 6 muV in schizophrenics and 14 muV in controls (P < 0.001). Both mean RT and mean within-subject variance were greater in schizophrenices than controls. Other kinds of averages were computed to investigate the possibility that the amplitude differences were associated with different RTs or with differences in P3 latency variability in underlying trails. Averages of trials associated with short RTs (100--286 msec) had larger P3s than averages associated with long RTs (287--600 msec) (P < 0.01). Within each RT range, however, schizophrenic P3s were smaller than control P3s. Neither response-synchronized averaging nor adaptive filtering eliminated P3 amplitude differences between groups, indicating that P3 latency variability cannot account for these differences. We hypothesize that the smaller P3s in schizophrenics represent a deficit in reactivity to unexpected stimuli that is compatible with normal RT performance.